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Editor’s foreword.

Wondering I (2017)

If the world is an oyster - I am its pearl.
Gathering layers of nacreous sheen

secreted abundantly by my local domain.
 

The world turns and so do I. Iridescent - my coat is a gather, a shifting glance
where angle glimmers with hope circling up my round body

as it appears to beam
cobalt
lilac

magenta etcetera
 

Slippery my surface is for your touching.

We, you and I, began 
as traveling particles 

hurrying through a textured terrain, following,
too soon settled into inanimate state of ideal.

Ingested.
 

The likeness of ours is cultured, 
replicated or stamped to fill other needs.

 
Other, are needs to appear elsewhere.

Wanting, far from the buffed surface, flavored if so but dimly lit.

The shells are gathered by anonymous hands.
Once heat set
we, you and I,

appear together on a string of events, sitting idly on a neck of a debutante.
Her solar plexus is burning 

with anticipation of a predetermined 
kind.

 
Buffering, the depression light struggles against day’s repair,

re-routing pathway of dispossessed  to the shells
of newly devised acrylic seabeds,

sprinkled with rare earth 
mineral glee.



Polar stratospheric cloud
(projective test)

You see yourself in the far northern sky 
and You see yourself in the far northern sky 
and are transfixed by your own beauty. You 
point upward to your image, modestly of 
course—you don’t say right out, that’s me, 
but you admire it aloud and describe the 
undulating smear of sunshot color above 
the grey horizon. Your eyes like twin stars, 
your face (you hold still) still as Parian mar-
ble. I wonder who it looks like, you say, hop-
ing somebody will notice the resemblance. 
When no one does, you set to geoengi-
neering.You increase the reflectivity of your 
cloud, making it hard and glassy as the pool 
of ice beneath once was. At this point you 
notice that the cloud looks distinctly like a 
pair of breasts. They seem suddenly to sag 
and lengthen. So far no one has connect-
ed them with you, but you fumble anyhow 
and slop too much ammonia in so the silver 
nitrate precipitates into little black dots on 
the back of the cloud and you have to start 
all over again, cleaning the damn thing with 
hydrochloric acid and absent-mindedly 
eating some of the powdered sugar you’re 
supposed to be using as a reducing agent.

By the time you manage to get it back up 
to the ozone layer, the sun has set entire-
ly, it is pitch dark and everyone else has 
gone home, which is just as well because 
you don’t want to talk about it any more. 
Your icy cloud shines steadily in the tail of 
the arctic daylight, eyes luminous and un-
closed, facing upward. You can’t stop look-
ing at yourself. You look like everything else 
in the world—but upside down, reflected in 
your convex surface. You glow in the black 
sky like an afterimage, bleeding improb-
able color, your irisate blush mixed with 
snow white radiance. Here you put out an 
ungloved hand to straighten the veil but 
draw back quickly. Was it always this caus-
tic? You put your hands back in your pock-
ets, clap them between your thighs, rub 
them, shake them. They won’t stop burning.

Heather Anne Halpert
“What he sees he does not know, but which he sees is inflamed with desire for it” 
Ovid Metamorphoses, Book 3, line 429

NASA.com
Scientists recently discovered that polar stratospheric clouds, long known to play an important role in Antarctic 
ozone destruction, are occurring with increasing frequency in the Arctic. These high altitude clouds form only 
at very low temperatures help destroy ozone in two ways: They provide a surface which converts benign forms 
of chlorine into reactive, ozone-destroying forms, and they remove nitrogen compounds that moderate the de-
structive impact of chlorine. In recent years, the atmosphere above the Arctic has been colder than usual, and 
polar stratospheric clouds have lasted into the spring. As a result, ozone levels have been decreasing.

This time the silvering process works fine, 
and the pressure you’ve applied has com-
pressed the cloud into a couple of nice com-
pact lenticular forms. You are just starting 
to relax and think to yourself that it would 
be okay if anyone recognized you at this 
point, when you realize that you have unfor-
tunately forgotten to take into account the 
height of your cloud. It’s supposed to be 
stratospheric—about twice what a normal 
ladder will reach. When you lower it to get 
a better grip, it stops catching the light after 
sunset like a fluorescent pink UFO the way 
it ought to.  It looks flat as grey paint and as 
night deepens, becomes nearly invisible. 



Barrett White.  Under Construction: Amazon Greenhouse Spheres. 
A chameleonic precarity surrounds the spheres with scaf-
foldings, barricade fencing, barrel drums of sand
and flowing rivulets of wet concrete. Plastic sheet-
ing taped across the side of the structure ripples in late
winter wind, printed with contractor advertisements. 
The facade gleams in galvanized sky, scored by the
ambient sounds of power tools and clanging ham-
mers on girding, glints of the occasional hard hat,
claustrophobic traffic blaring, machines in conversa-
tion. Though transparent, the domes are tinted, partial
wrecking balls or explosions frozen mid-expansion 
in glass, cold and immutable. News outlets state that
the domes will serve as greenhouses-cum-confer-
ence rooms for Amazon employees. Powerpoints of
pastel-colored graphs and figures will be project-
ed in rooms of rare ferns and tropical flora. Within the
domes, the temperature, humidity, and light will be reg-
ulated so that both living plants and fast moving
business concepts can thrive in harmony. Outside, 
the city will continue on its fractal path of economic
instability and virulent gentrification. Imagine a peri-
staltic city square or commercial center that contracts
and expands with population or sunlight: an organ, a 
bloom, a pupil. Imagine city blocks unmoored from
the earth that shift and commingle in networks deter-
mined by workflow and congestion: Latour, Caillois,
Easterling. The spheres are monuments to faux dy-
namism, entangled in knotted roots of a cybernetic
chokehold grasping the city like a nauti-
lus, dragging its prey deeper into the abyss.

* The complex opened to Amazon employees and limited public access on Janu-
ary 30, 2018. The spheres are reserved mainly for Amazon employees, but are open 
to the public through weekly headquarters tours and an exhibit on the ground floor. 



Brennan Kelly



Barrett White

Consumer Report: 

The Panopticon now has stories
Entering the template gallery I am given a dazzling 
array of options: Coral Resumes, Spearmint Letters, 
Tropic Project Proposals Meshing texts with masks 
of holographic metastability Surrounded by clocks of 
fragmented instantaneity I am constructing a Geomet-
ric Brochure of weaponized nostalgia for the present 
Reflecting in the glass partition of my remixed tool be-
ing: Is this inscription on a surface or the subscription 
of a service? I’m of two minds: is the internet weather 
or should I itemize consumption data?
 
Seems bleak This hypnotic iridescence of glyphs in 
a non-landscape, this viscous surface monitoring the 
wetware of 
pre-fabbed profiles Interiority is the fuseless bomb at 
the center of this junkspace hurricane As it is always 
in the act of detonating Text shrapnels orbiting, con-
stellations of listicles, shattered mood boards An envi-
ronment dissembling itself for our perceived pleasure 
Because flatness is trending: unidirectionality, you 
are on the fastest route Notice these distortions with 
fractured discernment - Skype me in for a follow-up 
So that we can discuss the hysterical reconfiguration 
of ontology in an open forum
 
I’d now like to open the floor to questions The floor 
drops out from under the conference table Absorbed 
by the pixelated membrane of a destabilized I-5 The 
architecture becomes its own phantom in repre-
sentation Did you hear the one about the vanishing 
CitiBank Or the Pret-a-Manger that consumed itself, 
turning inside out, trapping shoppers In a labyrinth of 
sheetrock and glass display cases? A man’s face lit-
erally fused with a croissant
 
It’s 2018: Theory is a sneeze guard over a trash fire

Collate the script of our undoing by level of claus-
trophobic severity (Code Mauve, Code Ecru, Code 
Vantablack) It’s not about being anywhere anymore 
as it is the suggestion of being somewhere: On Ins-
tagram I perform a guerilla residency Tagging my im-
ages at the Washington State Ferries Headquarters: 
Mundane images: bathroom selfies, flowers, detritus 
on the train platform My constant exhibition reifies the 
non-place of my entrapment 
That other world: the possibility of me submerged In 
the blue-tinged offices, but everywhere: faux netting 
dragged along bay floor Collecting....collecting idle...
never been...not even sure where it is 
The endless entertainment of the screenic this vam-

piric kaleidoscope That suggests I buy Tom’s tooth 
paste while pulverizing me In the back of a Hudson 
News My fossilized wifi imprint appears in the radio-
active particles vommed across this linoleum Neon? 
Blasé. We have vegan buildings now. Smart waters 
The sky knows more about the traffic than we do 

Tag-zones in corrupted anthropology: these locales 
So filigreed with our filters and hashtags Develop a 
new sense of scale. A sense of place Only invested 
in our figments and not ourselves How will we be 
remembered in imag-es? Constructing alternatives: 
face swaps with inanimate objects implanted smiles, 
hovering limbs brandishing selfie sticks When were 
we never a series of accidents?

Trendwatch: Bluetooth administered antidepressants 
Screensaver plazas My migraine shifts the sidewalks 
to my liking And the light dims when I kiss you Sade 
slowly plays as I Project my emotions onto snow And 
everything is live streamed, beautifully continuous, si-
multaneous Tumultuous: a floating WOW emoji flies 
toward us You blow it from your finger like an eyelash 

Real time traffic tracker on Worldtruth.tv A spinning 
globe map revolving Nairobi Kingston, Reykjavik, 
Taipei, Tallahassee Flags and names float over the 
surface of a planet Points of access for the sacred in-
formation This Woman’s GPS Told Her To Drive Into A 
Lake And She Listened The Atmosphere is Coughing 
Up Blood or Oil From this position it’s hard to tell the 
difference 

This is all happening within the garden of the logo 
Lush and lumen-bright, beneath the freeway Gordian 
Unsolvable algebra of topographic entrapment The 
invention of a new tectonics for informatics The sea-
son of the wilting Pie Chart The constantly enervating 
placeholders for our damaged goods Equipped with 
the add-on insectoid camouflage 
Coolant, miming empath, prone to leakage This is a 
robust area of study Deaths caught on GoPro 

We can see the reflections of people in gazing globes 
Photographed to be sold on Ebay The
weird portal openings of mirrors on craigslist The
craigslist mirror formation: m4m? Bot4bot? The mir-
ror is tessellating spam to fill cloud storage landfill 
There is the possibility of endless waste now, end-
less recapitulation Endlessly you are now connect-
ed, all devices, tiny excitement... Strike that: now, the 
possibility has been made plain Unflavored Soylent 
somnambulance on tap A map of the template gal-
lery in archival pigment print Crowdsourced article of 
this disaster Combustion engine of the new edition 
of language The Rosetta Stone for choking Cod-
ified chat hieroglyphs carved by bots onto the side 

Of an ossified coral reef, all texts 
are warning signs All language is 
inertia, this one Charybdis a long 
Row of exclamation points, deaf 
to the drill And turnbuckled to cal-
cium decay, protein scarcity Amino 
primordial commercial investments 
The waterfront, the waterfront, the 
waterfront Evaporates into a haze 
of caustic formal intent

This postulate pineal, the crypto-
fascism of image Embedded codes 
snaring all bodies and objects in 
their vile order A pallet of diamond 
anvils and puddles of people all 
around it Warped algorithmic ex-
periments statuesque Backlit by 
purplish lasers 

But how much can this poesis do? 
How much can this concrete fall-
ing from the sky Make in a year? 
How much vibrant matter can this 
bruise rainbow inject Into the bland 
formica of the Death Platform? A 
starved rendering never makes 
the grade, grate drain down spi-
ral staircase 2d foliage, shattered 
tourist, flaccid urgency, ominous 
base And the installation of dead 
paperweight equities
I board the bus. In the window I 
can see the reflection of the smart-
phone screen belonging to the 
man in front of me.  
I watch him as he admires his av-
atar, reviews stats, stock numbers, 
Pokemon Go opens, logos flowing, 
he catches a Geodude, minimiz-
es Pokemon Go, frantically scrolls 
through FB, waiting for someone to 
respond, bouncing at the end of the 
message chain, someone is writ-
ing a comment, ellipses writhe like 
worms, collapsing FB, Simpsons 
meme, swiping back to Pokemon 
Go, swiping back to chat, opening 
roleplaying game, checking stats, 
scrolling through profiles, admiring 
avatars, collapsing home screen, 
collapsing home place: a grid of 
applications hover over an avatar: 
anime girl in fanciful garb, futuris-
tic witch, white mage scantily clad, 
guiding her scepter through the flat 
false night. 

Anastasia Kolas
Our Version of Eternty 3 
(full video online)



SUDDENLY DRIVING 

with arrowroot and juniper berry

that pools under the rails

public shuffling is water enough to move through mis-
ery 

the path I took to lose 

the trouble I made to separate dominions after sleep 

even the rocks plainly describe neighboring 

 

AT NIGHT

I see your backyard when you’re gone

through Argentine- and China-made waterworks   

which emboss unilateral need 

for poverty and luxury 

one couple’s thrills 

is another’s leftovers

rainy day 
dj ashtrae

HAUNTED 

two mildly gross glasses 

I brought in on a walk home that I recycle

since they’re chipped

 

putting everything down

to see not even myself

care about my corner of the world  

or tv’s BODY ISSUES

 

SUDDENLY DRIVING

at first seeing all that history 

as the glow dampens in the artery 

between heart and ear that must be there

the past rising and falling 

                  our rivals 

                  our abandon

                  hope for the military

                  for semis

                  tireless hope 

Jessica Wilson 
“Emergencies (1)” and “could be / would be”
watch full video online



Trevor Baird: Sketchbook 



The image, some dreams and art I’ve seen.
Lauren Lavery is a Toronto-based visual artist, writer and editor of the exhibition review magazine Peripheral Review. Her writing has been pub-
lished by LUMA Quarterly, Public Parking and she has written texts for Y+ Contemporary and Xpace Cultural Centre in Toronto.

As I approach the entryway to the gallery, I notice something peculiar hanging on the wall. It was so bright, radiant almost; it’s as if I (or you) had 
never seen anything like it before. Upon coming closer to the piece, the materiality of the work soon settled into its more permanent form. From 
this moment on it all became more clear to myself as a viewer: it’s art. 

The more writing I read about art, the more self-conscious I become of my experience as a viewer. The walk-through guided tour strategy is a nice 
way to literally engage and introduce the work to a reader, but it’s starting to feel old. Of course I know I couldn’t be there and experience the 
feeling of walking past the threshold, but in the end it’s okay because I can piece together how the space looked through low fidelity images on 
social media. I always think that writing is a poor translator for documenting art, since in some ways, no amount of words could ever fully describe 
the complex nature of viewing art in person. It is called visual art after all. Even in this post-Internet age of instant accessibility, we may have come 
to rely on the instant-image as a crutch, photo documentation has usurped the importance of generating dialogue about the work. We all know the 
age of the art critic is dead, but I don’t think I’m ready to let critical writing/thinking die in exchange for the insta-image. 

I’m in this gallery space. It’s an apartment converted into a gallery, so it’s unconventional you could say. But I’m excited to be here, I remember 
thinking, “Finally! An experimental space that is going to push that status quo—alright!” The work is hanging on the walls, but who knows maybe 
it’s also that little basil leaf on the floor in the kitchen, you can never be too sure in these kinds of spaces, darling. Then there’s this one painting 
hanging off the wall. I walk closer to inspect the mechanics behind such a cheeky feat. Then, just as quick as it was there, it was gone. “Weird”, I 
think as a cute girl behind me taps me on the shoulder, “Hey there you!” 

Some days I feel weary. I think, “Why do I put all this effort into something that seems so frivolous? So self-indulgent? Why is anyone else in 
the world also interested in my opinion about someone else’s work?” I sometimes think of my work and my time going into a black void. I see it 
spinning slowly counter-clockwise, always turning, whether the sun rises another day or not. Do these ideas and lifestyles and often overanalyzed 
points really need to be shared with the world? In the constant states of emergency and crisis we are currently living in? I’d like to think so. The 
real problem is there’s ever so much to talk about, and yet everybody is only ever talking about the same thing. 

I moved to this big city to be in a bigger pond, to meet the big-timers, to see what is not-to-be-missed. Since being here, I can’t say I’ve honestly 
seen too much. It felt overwhelming at first, but now I feel almost apathetic. This pattern of excitement and sadly, the (oftentimes) resulting 
disappointment, moved me. Of course in this economy could you blame the galleries? They have to show work that they know will be successful, 
work that will maybe even sell, could you imagine? Gone are the days in which you could exhibit work that could stand on its own, outside of the 
popular crowd, outside of what aesthetic everyone is insta-devouring at this very minute, this very second! Even during the most ungodly hours 
of the night, someone’s little electronic slab is lit up with images upon images upon images of this art. The mass circulation and digestion of this 
highly photogenic viewing phenomena provokes me, triggers me. I get caught up in the beauty of my various little screens which I like to look at 
as well, at all hours of the day and night. I can see why they like to show these same people in a way. We live as if we are in the Internet, if you 
make a “mistake” everyone can see, they will see, they will judge. Why run the risk? But the issue doesn’t only lie in what’s being shown, it‘s also 
deeply imbedded its way into how art is being written about. 

My thoughts feel light and airy, rotating slowly between my conscious brain and somewhere else. I’d like to think I could tap into my unconscious 
brain at this point but can’t, only a monk could do something like that. I suddenly snap back into reality. I’m in a conversation of people I know, but 
don’t really, so it’s a lot of small talk that for some reason has the ability to go on infinitely. But as I prepare to ask the man to my left a question to 
which I already know the answer to, (I saw his event invite to his upcoming show on Facebook) I start to get an uneasy feeling about these people. 
Something’s not quite right. Then I see it, his right hand has a small, additional finger next to his pinky. I try not to stare, but then notice everyone 
else also has one. Unable to directly ask anyone about it, I withdraw from the conversation to go see who is having a smoke outside. 

They say Canadians are polite. Too polite, to a fault, perhaps. In many ways I can liken this to why I can never convince myself to pay for a year’s 
subscription to Canadian Art magazine, even when they offer that once-a-year discount pricing. It feels sad really, but I also know deep down that 
I won’t be missing anything I didn’t already read about or see somewhere else. I can’t pinpoint what about it never convinces me, maybe it’s the 
mediocrity that bothers me the most, since it’s also a fear of mine. It feels as if a lot of art writing in general isn’t giving anything new to consider, 
it often lacks a kind of deeper insight into the exhibition or artist or site-specific context which I tend to read articles for. It’s not that I’m arguing 

for more criticality, or an extreme criticality, definitely not. But it always feels as if something is missing, something that I feel uneasy about and 
can’t quite put my finger on. Lately I’ve been thinking that this missing thing in art writing is a concern for the reader missing out on the “real” 
experience. It’s like the sudden prevalence of these travelling, instagrammable museum art exhibitions, one of the most popular being Yayoi 
Kusama’s Infinity Mirrors, having just taken place at the AGO, with an extension on their ticketed tours due to popular demand. Sure I’ve seen a 
few of the thousands of images on the Internet of this exhibition, but can I say I really lived if I didn’t experience it for myself and post a selfie? 
Cue the art review that walks you through the show room-by-room, with every little surprise along the way, as if I was really there! But in the end, 
what was gained from this piece of writing? Is there an obligation of art writing to, at the very least, make reference to something greater than 
what was physically there in the room that day? 

It’s maybe not fair to criticize art writing for not discussing more poignant or meaningful topics within the exhibitions they review, especially when 
the material they have to work with can be just as bland. I’ve had a hard time coming to terms with why I always saw (and see) the same roster of 
artists showing work through the gallery circuit. What do they have that the artists I admire more don’t have? Do they even sell? Is it all a facade? 

I had a dream I was at Art Toronto again. I was walking through the endless winding hallways of gallery booths, the spotlights reflecting so in-
tensely off of the white walls it hurt my eyes. It was so overwhelming, and I remember thinking, there’s no way I can really see all of this, but as 
I started walking through, I  realized it might actually be possible, since the majority of it was ignorable. Different variants of the same object/
subject/medium. Suddenly I realized I hated art. 

Commercial art is different. Galleries who represent artists are different. They can’t necessarily be as experimental because at the end of the day 
they gotta pay their rent right? 

I like going into basement galleries. There’s something about them that automatically gets a cool card, like it’s punk or something. It feels exclusive. 
But when I’m here, I want the artwork to feel as exclusive as I feel, something truly unexpected. I want to see something cool. Maybe it’s just the 
shitty real estate market here in Toronto, but for all the dingy basements out there, it’s hard to find a gallery that really pushes the boundaries of 
who and what they show. I feel like I haven’t been really stimulated or moved by an exhibition in an “alternative” space in a while. Why is it that 
even when we seek out the unconventional, to gain traction there is the inevitable pressure to return to the conventional? Perhaps now the real 
critique is on art writing again? 

I’m walking around in this large museum and have an urgency to my activity, as if I am at work and should be thinking about what I will need to 
do next. Continuing to move about, I open a set of double doors. An overwhelming stench of feces envelopes me, making me nauseated. The room 
is dark and the floor is covered with small, neat piles of poop. There’s a plastic bag dispenser on the wall to the side. Clearly I am suppose to clean 
these up, but I’m hesitant. I grab a bag from the wall and begin picking them up, like a dog-owner cleans up after their pet on a walk. Suddenly a 
man opens the doors behind me and yells, “Hey you! Why are you touching the art?”  

But then again this isn’t totally true. Just yesterday I was at an opening where the task of the artists involved was to ruminate and commit to work-
ing on a meditation technique for the exhibition, and then continue the practice for a year. It was everything I expected it was going to be at first, 
a small gallery full of beautiful, pallid-hued works, and lots of uptown looking ladies holding pillows in their arms while they gabbed about how 
wonderful this all is and how wonderful their yoga class is and so forth. And yet, in spite of it all, the opposite of what I expected happened. The 
artists’ chose to do a sound performance in lieu of a final talk elaborating on (as we artists love to do) about their process, their practice and how 
deeply it affected them. Instead they chose to show the viewers the meaning of their process, through a collaborative, shared sound experience. It 
was an alternative yet unpretentious realization of what I feel I keep looking for in a show. It was a risk for the artists, since the gesture could be 
too abstract or not tangible enough and fall flat, but it never did. So there, maybe it can exist. 

Maybe the real issue is that it doesn’t have to be black and white. One method shouldn’t have to end just so another can take its place. Clearly 
the translation of art into the written word isn’t enough, but it will never be enough. Photo documentation is the same way. Some work seems to 
be made with the notion of documenting it online in mind, and is all the more successful for it, but it still doesn’t mean it’s a good exhibition or a 
stunning show in person. It’s just not enough. And I’m okay with that. The fact that art still exists in an economy that seems to increasingly value 
monetary gain and materialism is hopeful. Of course art has its own very large role to play in this game, but if you ask any artist if that was their 
end goal, I know the majority would deny this as a motivator for creating. Art is a complicated beast, and the artist is even more so, but it makes 
it all the more interesting and important to talk about our experiences, to continue to separate our work from the end goal of becoming a status 
symbol for the wealthy. If we are persistent in our efforts, and keep talking honestly without fear of being alienated, it will change. I don’t think 
we’re ready for criticism to die just yet.  



Colin Self

Cordial diplomacy (Out!)

Amy  the  slip queen bit some 
regal shit before amplify-
ing the ratio of a gratify 
grove. In fact she cancels 
TV shows for a living, piss-
ing off randos the way 
pancreatic cancers come 
onto dads unexpected-
ly in South Wales, in the 
deleted scenes of grey 
gardens where Angelica 
Houston  bore a secret 
handy-note, calligra-
phy initiators slapping it 
up on the side of an ugly 
bitch train (nonetheless, 
one I would never ride ). 
“Anything else need can-
celing?” Amy protrudes a 
vitality stick out of her 
cabin out of her skin out 
of her vague vague vag-
ine, licking its brass edge 
before taking a soft nib-
ble  and swallowing it.  
She  knows she’s having 
sea food later and those 
flavors will mesh. “If 
I could just write  a god 
damn list one more time” 
she slumps in her basket, 
baked within a convex 
neoprene off-white can-
opy.

Her pen waits with aim-
lessness. 
Her publicist calls Italy. 
The phone rang. Her dog 
swallowed an earring. Ae-
sop Rocky sold his China 
set gifted to him by Peg-
gy Guggenheim after the 
second television series 
on “Futurist trans fiend 
Tay Stacker” debuted on 
Scandinavian public ac-
cess television and re-en-
flamed the gravitation-
al anxiety Amy associated 
with Darn Sally Files, a bi-
opic discipline program 
released on govern-
ment-issued authentici-
ty topics relating to Gen-
der studies professors 
who had moved onward 
into biotechnology. Amy 
bought the magazine 
that interviewed Tallis 
Greer, a name-sake for-
tune of identity politics 
linked back to the Aegis 
Flow, a p2p program from 
the vitality program 
that tracked cordial 
taxonomies of sexting 
into the New Tome Time 
frame.

Cis cape cod alimony mem-
bers are traditionalists 
but that ain’t none of my 
business.
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Rubric: Curatorial concerns.

Zane Onckule is a curator and the Program director 
of Kim? Contemporary Art Centre in Riga since 2010. 

Q: We met at Independent Curators International (ICI), where 
you had a presentation in 2017. Could you talk a little bit 
about that project?

ZO: The talk at ICI was organized on the occasion of my 
departure from Kim? Contemporary Art Centre in Riga, an 
institution I have been at that point affiliated with for about 8 
years at that point. I had arrived to NYC with a freshly print-
ed publication, a “brick” in  my hands that marked exhibition 
and events’ history at Kim? from 2010-2016 and included 
various contributors and voices: curators, artists, philoso-
phers, photographers. Centered around publication, my talk 
highlighted the “mood” of the art across Baltic region. Titled 
“On the Playground with Kim?” the ICI event dealt with the 
characteristic and the quality of this mood and how it plays 
out in a self-referential, almost performative manner.  Play-
fulness here exists in opposition to a view that, because of the 
theoretical, political-economic structures (the narrow circle 
of collectors, galleries, dealers) and art-historical conditions 
(the lack of discursive, dialectic or critical art), contempo-
rary art has a serious limitations to even exist in that region. 
Armed and alarmed by and with the aforementioned knowl-
edge I spoke about various possibilities and various limita-
tions of a self-reflective and site-specific curatorial practice 
within that particular contemporary art space in Riga. 

Q: I’d like to talk to you about appearances and love. “Do what 
you love” or DWYL is my pet peeve as far as millennial moti-
vational-speak since it assumes that we all start from the same 
platform and the only thing we have to choose is the doing. Of 
course there are things like working visas, mental health and 
finances. Where do you currently find yourself, in administra-
tive, producing and love – balance, in your work?

ZO: Whoa, this is one provocative opening question 
(laughs).. For the sake of one’s own image, answer should 
be either superficially affirming on the struggles but then 
strongly confirming of hope for the good things to come, or 
it can use a similar type of strategy and reply would be a dose 
of sarcasm as a substitute for a more of dead pun joke. As I 
am typing my reply and I travel through my thoughts, I find 
myself disinterested in doing either. Therefore: I am pretty 
much struggling in balancing-act of an overabundance and 
simultaneously absence of the administrative, production’s 
and love in what could be called my current life. 

Q: You started in photography and also studies economics, how 
have this background benefit or intervened with your current 
projects?

ZO: I sort of announced myself to myself and to the world 
with studies in Economics, then a brief stint studying Com-
munication Studies and Journalism and then eventually 
Art History with parallel episode in Photography as well as 
pursuing what could be called a “studio” or more precisely 
dark room practice in black and white analog photography. 
Currently, after some 8 year pause in studies, I am working 
towards my MA in Curatorial Studies. Not entirely sure how 
exactly this path have influenced my curatorial thinking but 
what I could see as an impact is perhaps a constant shift, jug-
gling across the mode, mood and discipline. I am interest-
ed in questioning the very curatorial voice, impact and (its) 
dominance in art production, narration, dissemination, for-
giving and forgetting.

Also, perhaps the experience has granted me with the aware-
ness of how “others” think, how they perceive themselves 
and the world. I got to see how sometimes amusing/funny/
ridiculous/presumptions/narrow minds of economists are, 
as well as Museum directors or artists or well, yes, curators. 
I think it has provided me with more open ended thinking 
if not too open. As well, with a genuine interest in what hap-
pens outside of all of these respective “bubbles” we tend to 
put ourselves into.

Although and despite the fact I have managed to sit on sev-
eral stools of the various educational institutions, I wouldn’t 
value myself as a particularly disciplined or skilled student. 
I feel like current studies perhaps are going to be my last, but 
who knows. If ever do it again, then perhaps I would final-
ly be mature or ready enough to get into the world of deep 
thought and generative analysis as well as reflection .. the one 
of Philosophy. Art, especially art of the now, constantly peaks 
into the field of Philosophy with what I feel is mostly a “sur-
face reading”. Browsing, fast reading and more of a cursory 
knowledge is certainly something I am struggling and trying 
to deal with.. Perhaps therefore so many schools that I have 
attended.  

Q: You said to me recently you really didn’t want to have a 
screen-based work in your upcoming show. I am really interest-
ed in this reticence and what the background of it is?

ZO: It is correct, yes, yet I wouldn’t focus on that too much. 
You know, it is like you have these days you don’t like the 
same daily pastry or type of a nut or shape of pasta you used 
to adore and crave/ed so much. So you go for something else. 
What’s more, I was not quite trying to avoid the presence of 
a screen, but was motivated in part by the fact that I pretty 
much cannot control the type of the device/screen it would 
be played/showed on. I see Balticana, an exhibition that I am 
currently working, as an atmospheric screen itself, with the 
certain faktura – the “noise of the surface” as Russian/Latvi-
an theorist from early 20th century Voldemārs Matvejs (best 
known by his pen name Vladimir Markov)  has pointed out. 
I like, I love screen-art that has a great capacity in bringing, 
in transporting visitor to the unknown territories, not yet 
experienced senses etc., but compositionally and spatially 
it just didn’t seemed a good fit for my Balticana. Also and 

largely the decision is guided by what is available as well as 
what I prioritize for, there was simply no videos, any feature 
length materials/films/recordings I felt like using to populate 
Balticana’s “body” with.  

Q: In regards to appearances, I am interested in visibility: 
What is visible and what is is lost in the flight from Riga to 
New York? What seems to come through more?

ZO: What is gained is in equal proportions – a deeper ob-
servation of myself both as a private subject, as a projecting 
subject, as well as sort of representative of the “site” and the 
context I am coming from and have worked within and with. 
This is paired with a more engaged, more direct (from the 
first person’s perspective) assessment of the future situation 
I could find  myself in. Also, it should be said I have spend 
the last 1.5 years in what could be called imaginary NYC. 
In reality I am based in a somewhat unreal/bucolic Upstate 
New York which is far removed from the city. So I am estab-
lishing my relationship with that big exciting city through 
the notion of desire and longing as much as one does to-
wards the partner one doesn’t get to see often enough. 

Q: Have you started dressing any differently since you arrived 
to New York?

ZO: Good question,  haha… I don’t know, I don’t think so. 
I did have episodes of trying something else last year, but I it 
seems like I have returned to my “uniform”. I am very much 
interested in fashion, textures, colors and fabrics, but would 
not necessarily see myself as wearing a particularly exciting 
or experimental type. I am semi-informed, certainly inter-
ested in fashion but more as an observer. My camouflage is 
some good black for autumn and winter months with lots of 
transparency and white/off-white and beige when its 
warm/er. Also, during my “career” in/with shopping across 
nice places (my favorites are weird/obscure good vintage 
places, fashion outlets and men and military/working cloth-
ing shops) I have assembled decent amount of “statement” 
or investment pieces. And yeah, my closet is pretty much cu-
rated. Also, I am a fan of buying less and/or buying the same 
type, same brand, same color. It’s just like with the hairstyle 
or the food I consume. The same. The same good thing, on a 
never ending loop. But it doesn’t bore me, at least I don’t see 
it that way. I see this as a good base, a good foundation to 
base things on and work on, where all the other unexpected 
and new things have possibility to arrive to. 

Q: You have a collection of antique jewelry – could you tell 
me about how it started and how you choose to what travels 
with you or do you carry complete collection to each of your 
new homes?

ZO: I think I am what you call an old soul and in antique 
jewelry goes together with old books and/or china or buttons 
that I also have managed to acquire. I very much enjoy the 
notion of certain understated weirdness/eccentricity that 
I can channel via my jewelry. These are items that carry quite 
special stories starting from the various centuries or even 

B.C. period pieces, their materials, origins as well as added 
value being from the people who have worn or possessed 
them. Less gemstone heavy, they are simply very special to 
me as symbols, signifiers. I guess these things are for me what 
for some are shoes or bags. Most of them travel with me from 
place to place and only in very rare or unfortunate occasions 
some of them are either left or god forbid, lost. Still grieving 
from the one lost jade earring during a walk on the lawn here 
upstate.. 

Q: How do you feel the time spent in New York affected your 
approach to thinking about programming as a curator? What 
topics do you feel you want to talk about and are forced to talk 
about because there is a lack of discussion or misunderstand-
ing?

ZO: This is a question not easy to answer, because as soon as 
I am about to express something, to share certain struggles 
or problematic aspects such as lack of curiosity, or access, or 
structural understanding, of the information or site-specific 
history that I have had spent much time and care on, imme-
diately, in that very moment, a similar, if not identical ap-
proach could be bounced back at me. Nevertheless and when 
I think of being forced to share something, I would say I feel 
myself more engaged with and interested in the curatorial 
ethics (even if at this stage I am only further problematiz-
ing the very question and not necessarily acting how I am 
“supposed to”). I take slower steps in curatorial, institutional 
and artistic value judgments and opinion sharing (I guess 
it’s called political correctness). And, I am more engaged 
in taking in and connecting to numerous other voices from 
vast territories across so wide, yet at once so narrow, con-
temporary art map. While topics I am reluctant to cover are 
those of the doubts and short-sighted discussions on certain 
territories, including, that of my own origin. One particular 
aspect that troubles me is the oversimplified and somewhat 
misunderstood reading of the “whiteness” of that region. 
Whiteness that I am interested to channel and challenge as a 
more nuanced idea, has been summarized in my latest think-
ing to be described as not quite white, instead, it is more of 
an “off-white”. 

Q: As we wrap up 2018 – making wishes seem appropriate, a 
wish is a more forgiving form of a resolution which to me has a 
flavor of a boot camp. Being careful what you wish for, because 
it may come true: What would be your ideal work situation for 
the next couple of years? 

ZO: Being familiar with the fact that an impassioned wish for 
one is less so for another, my ideal situation, work situation 
included, would be to to relocate to the city of New York and 
to integrate into the art scene there and to contribute in the 
capacity of a curator, programmer or researcher. Interesting 
and exciting offers are to be reviewed and accepted! But si-
multaneously I am considering other possibilities, here to re-
main unnamed roles I am mulling over. All the while and in 
parallel I will continue my work and part-time  contribution 
from a distance to the institution/s in Riga and across the 
Baltics.
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Nacre: When we first spoke we talked about several things 
and one of them was internet as a platform, with its vari-
ous communities, that has helped you on graduation from 
university built both your audience but also sounds like, 
helped you to think through the work. So my first ques-
tion is about the shifts in the online life that have taken 
place over the last decade since you first started to be a 
part of it. How would you describe your own progression 
through platforms and the relationship to the online com-
munity as you have traveled through time, making the work 
or thinking about its representation and documentation? 

Emily: My website is an important tool and when I got one 
in 2009 I think it really changed my memory. Before then 
I couldn’t recall in conversation with myself or someone else 
or sometimes what I had actually ‘done’. I think having a 
website made something that was continuous into discrete 
events which certainly was helpful to start to see things. 

Nacre: The thing that connects to the discussion of the on-
line culture that we also began to dissect in our first conver-
sation, is hype. I often think of the reverse image search as 
a sort of immediate surface way with which various people 
have talked to me about dispersed works, including curators 
or gallerists who seem to have been drawn to a colour pal-
ette or making connection in a purely formal way between 
works that to my mind are fundamentally - apart. You spoke 
of distinction between community and hype, where in terms 
of sustainability hype isn’t useful to you. I am interested in 
two things here: one is sharing - against hermetic or re-
clusive tendency. Where do you find a distinction between 
marketing and a dialogue with your viewers for yourself? 

Emily: I’ve used tumblr, flickr, twitter, facebook, instagram, 
google plus and my website as platforms for my work in 
ways that are exciting to me. The liking of posts is really 
difficult for me. I always think about it as an animal leaving 
their scent on something. It’s just a bizarre action and it has 
a funny weight to it, I can’t really work out how to escape it 
but I’m sure there must be a better way or at least one that 
isn’t so measured. When I was using tumblr the reblogging 
added this extra life to something because you saw your 
post get siphoned into someone else’s stream and the im-
age can take on another life, or another angle. I’m using ins-
tagram a lot right now, I’ve been trying to find a way to make 
stories exciting but I can’t get away from it being a way to 
prove something to an imagined someone, and the fact that 
you can see who saw it really feels like way too much infor-
mation. I am still using flickr to organise all my research im-
ages for shows and twitter is also still really important for my 

work but then these spaces are more hermetic in my mind. 

Nacre: Hype could behave as a form of erasure, 
or loss of sense of discovery, mystery or ambigui-
ty. What does the notion of relevance mean to you?

Emily: That’s really hard. I think there’s a way that you can 
be tuned into the general pool and then what you’re mak-
ing is ‘relevant’. I mean if you desire to make it and you do 
then maybe it just is relevant because you managed, or 
you tried. I think there’s something about honesty, which 
has also to do with fear and being open, like going towards 
your fear and being open enough to be guided, to let the 
world show you things and to change course. Like to be 
flexible or responsive. I think those actions are relevant. 

Nacre: Having to take on side jobs to sustain our practices 
is common, but isn’t talked about nearly enough as the art 
industries are professionalized, with trade-fairs and facto-
ry like studios and Instagram business accounts with stats 
and user data. The preferred outwards appearance of an 
artist is that of an independent practitioner with an almost 
double life. As an artist that grew to gradually have a gal-
lery representation, how did the trajectory of moving at your 
own pace and working elsewhere to support your studio 
time affect the choice of subjects and materials for you? 

Emily: I have tried really hard to make everything that could 
be a barrier to making work into rather, something that 
can feed the work. I started looking after children as my 
job when my daughter was 18 months old. Being around 
kids is amazing for creativity, they always give me ideas, 
I think I also needed to vicariously experience the nuclear 
family structure as that isn’t the shape my family is mak-
ing in the world (I think I found self-forgiveness through 
this). It’s also very mundane and kind of grounding to 
have your job be to accompany children, cook them din-
ner, tidy up. In terms of moving at my own pace, I am very 
fast, like too fast sometimes, I have a lot of energy and 
in that sense I was always working and writing stuff down 
and thinking about stuff and pushing. Not like pushing to 
get something but pushing because I just feel in service 
of the work and I really need to make configurations of 
stuff to make stability for myself. Right now I’m trying to 
use that energy to relax a bit, or just more breathing, haha. 

Nacre: Continuing thinking about materials I would like to ask 
some questions about your show Folk Hall for a Village that 
is still up at Vie D’Ange in Montreal as I write. I was drawn to 
your work quite viscerally. Despite not actually having been 
able to be there in person to see it, the images of documen-
tation had a very strong spatial grip on me, a sort of feeling 
of being embedded and there with the objects. How did you 
make the show, how much of it was site-specific and how 
much was pre-planned and brought with you or shipped?

Emily: The works I make are always site-specific and maybe 
quite hard to move somewhere else, or I guess they would 
just make a different kind of sense in another space. I made 
the mural based on the dimensions of the gallery but then 
once I had made it I checked the size of Guernica and it was 
really close to the mural. We got the onions from the market 
and made the rack from wood we found outside in the street. 

Nacre: “Replica of mural made by children on the topic of 
peace” on the list of materials as well as the bat conser-
vation trap, open many doors of thinking to me that I am 
excited to walk through. I am thinking of the cultural conver-
sation on overlapping issues of inherited legacies that are 
simultaneously unfolding across cultures, globally. The idea 
of replicating childrens drawing, in relation to often problem-
atic practice of appropriation, albeit inevitable as the world 
increasingly becomes 
a shared texture, in-
vites the viewer to 
look in all together an-
other direction above, 
beyond and below 
and through the pas-
tiche surrounding us, 
to the forthcoming 
and not yet formed 
generation. Repeat-
ing their mark on the 
scale that you did 
seems like a potent 
way of talking about 
the future. How did 
the mural come about 
and how was the 
replica made?  What 
was your thought 
process as you trans-
ferred the initial draw-
ings to be a soft drape 
with applique? Was 
the scale changed 
or the colours?

Emily: So the mural 
is a lifesize replica of 
a mural which was 
made by blind chil-
dren in India, they 
made it as part of 
this global art project 
called Kids Guerni-
ca where groups of 
children make murals 
about peace that are 
the same size as Pi-
casso’s Guernica. I 
had a very small im-
age to work from but 
the colours are as 
close as I could get. 
The mural is divided 
in the exhibition (it 
wasn’t originally) and I placed a (model of a) harp trap in 
the gap in the middle. Scientists were previously catching 
bats in nets which frequently harms the bats, the harp trap 
results in hardly any injuries to the bats and is seen as a 
good way to monitor bat population and health. The traps 
are placed outside the bats nest site and material is draped 
around it to create a tunnel, meaning they are really likely 
to fly into the trap. Part of this work is also a blind spot 

mirror which is maybe 5 or 6 meters away from the mural. 

Nacre: The mural connects us to the history of paint-
ing and craft, I am wondering how you position your-
self within these two worlds, if at all? Perhaps this is 
a good place to talk about the name of the show, too.

Emily: The title Folk Hall for a Village is from this architec-
tural drawing of a folk hall for a village which was hang-

ing in the toilet of a 
National Trust house 
my parents took me 
to. It was the house of 
this person who was 
really obsessed with 
collecting handmade 
ANYTHING and he 
filled this big house 
with all this handmade 
stuff and lived in a re-
ally tiny building in the 
garden. It reminds me 
of this documentary I 
watched when I was 
about 18, it was about 
this old lady who lived 
in a wooden house 
in the forest and she 
just sort of let all the 
insects and rodents 
come and live in her 
house with her. She 
was describing how 
she would fold back 
into the earth soon 
and she enjoyed living 
in this way where she 
could see her house 
doing the same thing.  

In terms of your paint-
ing/craft question I 
find myself increas-
ingly doing things 
that feel like painting, 
e.g I made a mosa-
ic last year, and this 
year I’ve made three 
embroideries and 
making the mural 
felt like how I imag-
ine painting to feel. It 
just feels funny to be 
going towards that. 

Nacre: The Christmas Pyramid - is the object in the 
show I want to know least about, not because I don’t de-
sire the knowledge but because I want to resist over-
talking the work. So the last thing I would like to know 
is if the object was purchased, found or made? What 
is your relationship to these methods of working? 

Emily: I bought it. As I bought the ball-jointed doll for 
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Half-Earth and the nanoblock lego models for Orange 
House Action Clinic. Sometimes that’s just how the work 
comes and sometimes I need to make it in other ways. 

Nacre: I am on the fence about asking artists about oth-
er artists as if they must define their lineage. Which can 
be off-putting to me personally. It is important to state 
that referencing names is not really as definitive or di-
rect as saying so-and-so had influence on me hence 
my work is an evolution of their ideas, maybe it’s quite 
the opposite, nor is it sculpture for sculptures, ceramic 
to ceramic, kind of thing that interests me which can be 
rather predictable. So if it is relevant to you - what have 
you seen or been thinking about, from someone else?

Emily: I love this instagram al_khzam, the person is post-
ing in these prolific bursts, a lot of videos, some of them 
are so tender: a child taking a chicken from his father and 

setting it free (the father was going to kill the chicken) a 
man being measured for a hat only it seems for a while 
they are putting a knife around his head, someone remov-
ing parasitic grubs from around the beak of a bird, children 
smashing the tiles of the floor in their house, there’s a lot 
of harvest imagery, it’s really human - land interactions, 
human - animal interactions, human - human interactions 
and it’s always on the cusp of turning violent somehow, 
or you can’t really tell for a while what’s really happening, 
these three people leaning over a huge hole in the road 
and one person sort of pushes another person out of the 
way and lays down in place of them and then they haul a 
dog out of the hole, and the dog just sort of runs off down 

the street. A young person kind of wrestling with a young 
cow and the cow keeps butting the person over and then 
you realise the person is trying to free the cow as she’s 
trapped in a fence. A bobcat catches a white rabbit in the 
snow. A man opens a big cage and so many doves fly out. 

Nacre: What are you working on next?

Emily: I’m doing a show at Centre d’Art Contempo-
rain - La Synagogue de Delme in March next year. I’ve 
written a play called Sorso which means sip in Ital-
ian. I’m trying to make a space for something which 
doesn’t progress, like doesn’t slowly build something 
up but rather feels like it’s constantly undoing itself, but 
for this undoing not to feel hopeless or like nonsense. 

Nacre: What are you reading? Do you read fiction, or 
theory or periodicals or art criticism and magazines etc?

Emily: I’m reading The Mushroom at the End of the World 
by Anna Lowenhupt Tsing which really soft but also hard, 
quite zoomed in. She says “I’ll admit it’s hard for me to 
even say this: there may not be a collective happy end-
ing.” It’s heavy but I find the starkness comforting. I’m 
reading Spells edited by Sarah Shin and Rebecca Tamás 
which is a poetry book. I’ve also been trying to read the 
3rd part of Sloterdijk’s Spheres Trilogy (FOAMS) for quite 
a while now, I think because the first two books had a 
really profound impact on my thinking especially of out-
side & inside, I’m sort of holding off finishing the last 
book because it’s about now, it’s about climate change. 

Emily Jones, Social Stomach, Vie D’Ange (2018)



TWO-4-ONE: 
true story by two authors !

!?            
#@%&!!!

Wiliam (not James) Blake: Histories, Legends and Anecdotes.
Anastasia Kolas

The settlers moved into the suburb of upper New York called 
Bronxville and into their pseudo Tudor houses at some point in the 

19th century, sprouting faux Euro-suburbia into a myriad of cul-
de-sac clusters of cut and paste stone buildings with 

their graphic black trim. 
Pressing search on ”Bronxville” 

I am reminded again that all the corners of the world are dark. 
Jewish residency was banned here right around 1929. 

“The holy grounds” they called it. 

It was 2016. I was headed to Bronxville for a slumber party with 
Tanya, a homie I met in grad school who was presently pet sitting 
for a couple of friends. The two of us are of rare species in this far-
away land to have found each other at the same time in the same 
place of certain lux education so distant from our original home.

It is difficult isn’t it, to talk about anything but what and who, and 
where from, and at what cost. No one likes to be described or des-

ignated yet most of us are. Too often, by the experts of the lofty and 
sheltered terrain who had never left the house. We can’t even small 

talk about weather anymore because the planet is purging. 
It is difficult for me - to talk about anything but the parcelling - 

I should say. 
Always add “I, me, in my opinion, from my point of view”. 

Because who is this we I am referring to, 
I am asked in a studio visit. 

What is, community for 500? 

As I walked up the driveway of my Bronxville destination, the 
desired preset of mindfulness was unavailable and thoughts 

pummeled at each other rapidly. 

As I walked up to the house 
I was thinking re: my deceased laptop 

(of course dead, of course now), 
thinking of a way around due-soon tuition 

thinking about Manhattan success fiends. All that champagne 
socialism.

As I rang the bell, 
I was thinking of my recent unemployment. 

“Anastasia, the red on white embroidery is trending as you know. 
Where in Eastern Europe do you think would be good for 

a research trip... Where it’s safe? ” - asked the British creative direc-
tor of my former job, the mass-market rag trade 

called Club Monaco. 

I know these pivots so I said nothing much 
besides suggesting Prague.

The bell chimed and through the open door two massive orange 

dog’s paws pressed on my shoulders nearly toppling me over. 
My attention was now entirely consumed by the image beyond 
the panting smile of my new friend: a dim kitchen with a stone 

floor and smoked strips of peeling plastic hanging off a fridge that 
seemed to have never been properly unpacked. This was my stop 

over, a house bought from aged-out owners and left untouched by 
the hosts, a georgian-russian couple who worked 24/7 to pay off the 

mortgage and planned to renovate once the anxiety of that 
was gone. 

A syndrome I recognized. 
Soviets growing up, we didn’t have banks. 

Borrowing, like therapy, was taboo. 

Dark corners tightened and moved in, dampness entered my skin. 
I was going to spend the night here? Please let’s open the wine? 

We sat on the porch sipping rose and listening to Prince who passed 
away that day. A phone in a jar for extra, we cuddled our knees, 

commiserating about being broke and emotionally homeless when 
Tanya said suddenly: 

“That’s William! William Blake!”

Humming and grooving to Prince, 
I was too busy with the fleeting haze 

of the magic hour to respond. 

“Let’s make 500 bucks! I think it’s William Blake! Let’s save it!!”
“What?”

“Come on, you know what to do with cats, 
you can catch it and we split 500!!!”

Where she was pointing under the parked car two green lights 
peered back at me.

 
A cat, 

its name was (maybe) WiIliam Blake, 
and its owner was looking for the cat, 

and Tanya only paid attention to the poster around Bronxville on 
her bike trips 

because it said William Blake, 
and he is one of her favorites, 

and cat has a distinct white stripe on his forehead 
and otherwise black body with white paws

and maybe this was - the cat.
She thinks. 

Looks like - the cat?

I hesitated, cloudy from the first glass of wine and uncertain it was 
a good idea to catch a wild or lost animal 

and what to do with it after. 
“Come on come on come on! It’s totally William!“ 

There were already two cats in the house that we were minding. 
I got a can of their food and a towel for the hunt: claws.The minute 

I kneeled before the car and called out, a response came with a 
skinny sound that tugged at my heart. I cracked open the can and 

as it touched the ground an emaciated body appeared inhaling the 
meat mash. I scooped it up with a towel. 

“Tanya get the door!!! 
Get the DOG!!!  

Keep the dog away!!!”
 

Oh my god the rush and fumble, the cat now in the tiny downstairs 
powder room of chipped white mosaic, meowing and eating at the 

same time, me trying to take its photo as the thing climbs up my 

This is not our house.
Tatsiana Zamirouskaya 

I think we just know how to find them, and detect them, and 
trap them, and let all this unbearable love torturing them from 
the inside dissolve and fade away, leaking through our fingers 
back to the ground where it belongs. It’s all about love, and about 
belonging, and probably something else.

It happened the day Prince died. 

I started to write this the day William Blake was born, 261 years 
after. He could have been 261 that day.

I think this is not exactly a story about a friendship, though 
I write it as one; actually it should be a story about impossibility 
of narrating an uncanny event. A document on synchronicity is 
even more boring than describing dreams in literature.  
Any encounter with the wondrous, once you turn it into a text, 
looks like a cheesy newage tale. So we decided to un-document 
the synchronicity by the way of synchronizing two different 
documentations of same event. Anyway there is no way to tell 
if it works. It’s the first time I try to write the story down, and 
personal reflection would possibly kill it, though I’m killing it 
anyway with every word, and I need to have around 2,200, 
this is the deal. 2,200 ways to kill the Event with documentation. 

That April Prince died. I was dog-sitting for a friend whom 
I’ve known since I was 15. We met at the children’s post-Soviet 
post-pioneer camp in Slovakia in 1995: he was from 
Rostov-on-Don, I was from Minsk, I was wearing that extra large 
Abbey Road T-Shirt I got in London (my first ever trip abroad, 
and my last ever trip to Britain), and he had to leave to Rostov 
the next morning, so we had just one evening to become lifetime 
friends. When you’re fifteen this is enough. 

As my camp summer reading I had a book with an eerie William 
Blake painting on the cover. It was Nietzsche’s “Also Sprach 
Zarathustra” in Russian. At this Zarathustra moment we both 
were just promises of mystical someones we will grow up to be, 
so we promised to write to each other. So we did: letters, words, 
tapes, voices, videotapes, objects, books, field recordings, silence, 
emails, silence, and then he immigrated to the US, married, 
had a kid, and I visited him a lot, and here we are now, the mysti-
cal someones. Here he is: going on a cruise with his wife and kid, 
and here I am: a student at Bard MFA dog-and-cat sitting at his 
100-years old house in Bronxville. I moved to New York a year 
ago, I’m between my first and second years at Bard, I am broke, 
I need to pay for my second summer. Drama, here we go.

And I have a new friend, Anastasia. When you’re 35, you need 
even less than an evening to become friends. In this case it was 
barely a minute: after introducing myself at Bard as the only 
person from Belarus, I’ve heard someone telling me this was not 
true. Nothing was true. Anastasia immigrated from Belarus 
3 years after I made this promise in Slovakia. 

Summer passed, and then Prince died and I told her she needs 
to come to my Bronxville house full of cats and dogs, a hysterical 
but sweet German shepherd, and two old kitties, Fidel (named 
after Fidel Castro) and Masianya («the little one»). Masianya 
was constantly humping Fidel. Chupa was mostly squealing and 
weeping. I was having a great time reading Clarice Lispector sto-

ries, eating post-Soviet food (the kitchen was packed with nos-
talgic food like buckwheat, Tula gingerbreads and Riga smoked 
sprats, canned, smoked and arrogant), and biking around. Once 
when biking I saw a photo of a lost cat named William Blake 
stapled to a street light pole. 
Someone was really missing William, for $500. 

$500 is huge money. I knew William Blake since I was fifteen and 
it was all tiger tiger burning bright. 

Also I knew William Blake from the Deadman movie. A year 
after Anastasia immigrated, there was an open-air rock festival in 
Minsk in front of the invisible Niamiha river and the Palace Of 
Sport. On that same evening the Deadman movie was screened 
on TV. A tough choice, but I’ve stayed in to watch the Deadman. 
It was a terrible thunderstorm that night. The kids attending the 
festival ran to the subway for shelter from hale. 
56 crushed to death in too narrow passage, underground, as po-
lice watched on. 56 scars on the heart of Belarus, as monument 
says. It was the first mention of  heart in this place. I don’t know 
if more had been broken since I too, left this place.

I was picturing finding William the cat. Sometimes one does this 
comfort daydreaming, of all the wonderful things that would 
never happen to you. Here I am holding a cat in my arms. 
Here I am getting the $500 to buy more Lispector books and 
Dr.Martens shoes.

In reality I forgot about it within a minute, and then Prince died 
and we were on the porch drinking rose and probably singing 
Purple Rain and it became deadly dark like endless night. That’s 
when I saw a cat, or a promise of one. 

“Hey,” - I said to Anastasia, - “this is William Blake!” 
Get him, we’ll get paid $500. I was drunk, overconfident and 
Prince died, and the doors were open, and anything could hap-
pen. It was a quantum moment of total knowledge. 
Any cat would be the cat. 

Anastasia did not match my certainty, but the confidence was 
contagious, probably. A brief argument and we were under the 
old-school Scion car, peering. Anastasia with a can of cat food 
and cat-whispering talents, me on the other side, cheek scratch-
ing against the gravel, whispering this tiger tiger mantra, 
looking into his eyes.

Some were born for sweet delight
Some were born for endless night

I got the lyrics slightly wrong, but when we’d been singing Purple 
Rain on the porch, it was equally wrong. It was a quantum entan-
glement moment. Everything became a meaning so nothing was 
meaningful any more.

Come on, William Blake, I kept saying to the kitty, it’s time to 
remember who you are. 

Anastasia said I am crazy, but was helping me, because whomev-
er we were rescuing, we’ve been rescuing him. 

Finally, we locked the kitten in the bathroom: Anastasia elegantly 
grabbed it with a fancy tea towel I brought from the kitchen, 
after I had chained the weeping shepherd in the patio, and locked 



clothing into the nook on my shoulder and meows and cuddles, 
terrified and happy to be indoors with a human, which it quite 

obviously is used be around and prefers.
 

Tanya, over the meows outside the powder room door: 
“I am going to the station to get the poster 

with the phone number!!” 
She zoommed back, a torn down poster in hand that read: 

“LOST CAT - 1000$ reward”, plus a charming mugshot and the 
number. 500 each! Who cares about the money! 

Bones poked angles under the fur stretched tight around 
William Blake’s skeleton, all trembling fear and pleading eyes.

The voice on the other end of the phone line 
was unimpressed and suspicious:

“Mhm, you have William Blake, oh yeah, and when and how did 
you find him, mhm.. Ok and where are you, what’s your address. 

Mhm.. Actually can you text me his photos? (I did.) 
Hmm, it’s hard to see. Why is his face so dirty?! 

(The food! The hunger! He can’t stop moving!) 
Mhm, ok I’ll be there shortly.”

We paced the lawn aware of the first impressions of the peeling 
kitchen, of the dim lights, of the wine on our breath, of our crum-

pled clothing and the pale faces and dark circles under our eyes and 
buzzed 

with excitement and dread. 
God, this woman will think we are trash or kidnappers. 

A limo pulled up and stopped a distance away from the house. 
I walked tentatively over as the door opened and a middle age 

woman with an avalanche of hair, cleavage, makeup and perfume 
came out and looked us up and down as she wearily 

strolled up to the walkway. 
“Take me to him “(or some such), - she breathed. 

Her face contorted slightly when she eyed the bleak f
aux Tudor interiors. Minutely hesitating, she proceeded as shown 

down the dubious hallway and into the powder room, 
closing its door in my face. 

Silence. 
Then -- “Blakey!”. 

All hugs and tears and jittering handshakes, a small folded paper 
inserted into the palm of my hand and she’s out of the door with 

William Blake boxed in a pet-carry. 

Tanya and I stood steeped in the pungent cloud of 80’s perfume, 
motionless in the dubious hallway, looking at each other, 

breathing, trying to. I looked at the paper, a check, and gasped: 
“Wait how much is the reward?” Tanya looked at the check, 

she seemed sort of blank, deceived or bewildered, an incomplete 
sentence scrawled across her face. 

5000 USD written to cash. “What’s “to cash”?”
 

I remember searching “cheque to cash”, searching the map for near-
by banks. We needed Chase because the check was Chase. 

And I remember drinking the rest of the wine. I think we drunk 
very little, a bottle between the two of us maybe, though Tanya 
thinks we had two. The excitement and major life events finally 

drained the sap out of me. I recall cats walking all over me at night, 
restless, attention seeking, as I passed out face down. I remember 

crawling to the bathroom, and then wobbling back to my room 
to find charcoal pills, and then stumbling down the stairs to the 

kitchen for water, then dragging myself to the bathroom, hugging 
the toilet, then back to horizontal, cats walking all over and repeat, 
until I clocked that possibly, there was a repeated motion going on 

a floor below me. 
“Tanya?” 

“Yes..” - a feeble voice came online. 
“I am sick….” 

“Me too”. 
We need to go to the bank, here take the charcoal, lets get it 

together for the bank people or they won’t give us the money, 
mission American Dollars shan’t be compromised! 

Two bedrooms, two bathrooms, two ghost faces drinking water. 
We took air, let the dog out, I threw a stick, it ran.

“How do I look?” - we took turns spreading our arms as if in sur-
prise and checking our navels. We were not presentable, but pale 

green in colouring and tattered like an H&M outfit after one night 
at a club. I think we discussed who should do the talking 

and the details of our narrative. 
I think we said Tanya because she was the one with the Chase ac-
count. Her shaky hand stretched out a folded piece of paper across 

the counter of the Bronxville branch. 
“Hi, we rescued a cat yesterday and its owner gave us this check! 

We’d like to take the cash now, please.” 

Let’s just say a lot of whispering followed, the check passed around 
between hands, musical of side glances between the symphony of 

Bronxville tellers, manager, another manager, another person with 
important keys, another person with a haircut like so, another suit. 

”Please come this way,” - we were finally 
sat with a representative in a glass box 

across a generic imitation of life table 
with a drooping PC. 

“Please tell us how you have this check?” 
We found and rescued a cat yesterday. William Blake, like the poet. 

This is our reward.
 

Now they were guiding us to a hall, - “Sit here please, we will have 
to call our client to verify. Will let you know the results shortly.” 

Sitting on the couch feverishly texting the perfume cloud: 

Hello, thank you so much 
for the generous reward! 

They will be calling you now 
from the bank.

Please kindly confirm we are 
ok to use the check?

We will use this money to buy 
a new computer and 

pay for the school tuition!

The couch mocked me, too tall for my dangling feet, a 5 year old 
trying to pickpocket a parent for candy cash. 

There was no response from the perfume cloud.

Two things happened. We were motioned to approach the counter. 
They were ready for us. At the same moment a man walked in and 
projecting his voice into the transactionals space, to no one he said: 

“Anyone misplace their Audi car keys?” 

He approached me - 
“Ma’am do you drive an Audi? I found these keys...” 

Fidel and Masianya upstairs because I knew what is going to 
otherwise happen (harassment, violence). 

We went outside, poured some more rose, sat on the porch again. 
Everything was different. 

Hey, said Anastasia, let’s sum it up. So we have a stray kitten 
locked in the bathroom and I’m in this strange town in a strang-
er’s house full of critters and Prince died and I just caught a stray 
animal and you say this is William Blake. Do you think it’s okay 
business as usual? 

No, I thought, but there is Jim Jarmusch somewhere hiding with 
his camera and it’s preferable never to travel with a dead man. 
And one of us is Nobody.

In reality I said:
- I’ll be right back.

Biked to the highway where I’d seen this lost cat sign. 

I was drunk so I was safe and after I found the poster I put it 
under my sweater. I realized that I didn’t even know the color of 
the cat we’ve just caught. Or, maybe, I grew less drunk after the 
ride, slowly realizing what happened. I’ve just forced my friend 
to grab a random cat in the darkness of the night telling her it’s 
William Blake.

When I returned, Anastasia was locked in the bathroom, feeding 
the cat and desperately trying to photograph him. 

I slid the poster under the door delicately.

“No way! - she screamed, - “It’s this cat! How did you know!”

I didn’t know. I think it was the quantum cat of total knowing. 

Anastasia called the number on the poster. A woman picked up 
and said that 40 days had already passed and the cat must be 
dead. She doesn’t believe us, she said. When you die in Belarus, 
it is said you have 40 days to hang around and bid your goodbyes 
and then – you disappear, or reincarnate, or anything. 

Anastasia wanted to send the woman a pic, but the cat kept 
feeding restlessly. When she gently pulled the tiny face towards 
the camera, he kept grabbing at the food with his paws, scooping 
it into the tiny mouth, like a human.

Seeing the photo, the woman rushed to our house, haunted by 
the William Blake bathroom spirit. 
Her driver waited inside the car. 

“Actually this is not our house,” - said Anastasia.
The woman’s face went to stone.
“We are just watching some animals here,”- she added. Or maybe 
this is what I said. 

“Hey, - we said, - “Your kitty is locked inside the bathroom.”
The woman became agitated.

“We had to lock him in there, there’s two more cats in the house 
and a German shepherd,” - Anastasia explained more.
The woman stared, assessing, hopefully we were just drunk and 

helpless. She stepped inside the bathroom and closed the door. 
Silence. For a brief moment I thought everything would disap-
pear from this point on. We would open the door to the vacant 
bathroom and everything would dissolve and fade away. 

Blakey! – screamed the woman in a non-human voice. 
Aaaaaa! – screamed the cat in a human voice.

The door opened, they were sitting on the floor, hugging each 
other and crying.

“I am also going to cry,” - Anastasia warned, - “This is too heart-
breaking.”

We named him William Blake after a poet, the woman said.

“She is a writer,” - said Anastasia, nodding at me, 
“So yes we know. The poet.”

The woman rummaged in her pocket, gave us a check. My day-
dream came true!

“Are you sure?” – said Anastasia.
“Absolutely,” - she said. - “I promised to myself – if someone 
finds him now, I’d do this.”

She left, sobbing, hugging her Blakey. Anastasia showed me the 
check. It was for  $5,000.

“No way,” - I said. We will wake up tomorrow and forget 
everything. This didn’t happen.

We let all the critters (2 cats, 1 dog, all safe) roam back freely 
around the house, went back to the porch, opened another rose. 
Anastasia said I’m not a good friend, not supportive past 
summer. I said let’s collaborate, look, 
we seem to make quite a team.

Next morning we were off to local bank, hungover, dizzy, full of 
hopes and activated charcoal (conveniently my friend had two 
bathrooms). At the bank we were brought to an interrogation 
room.

So you say you’ve rescued this lady’s cat, they said. We nodded 
since we could barely speak. And she gave you the five thousand 
bucks check, right? We nodded again. I think they hated us. 
At some point they switched their attention to somebody’s car 
keys found on a chair. There was an open car outside, too. 
I whispered to Anastasia: “Hey, let’s grab the keys, run out, get in 
a car and drive all the way to Mexico, because we’re in a movie 
and it might be Thelma and Louise.”

The end was decidedly cinematic.  Having talked to the woman, 
they silently handled us a paper bag filled with cash. Outside we 
sat on the bank’s porch.

“Can you pass me the bag for a second, “ - Anastasia said (or 
it was me),  ”Never in my life I’ve held this much cash in my 
hands.”

I felt nausea rise, I’m going to throw up into this paper bag with 
5,000 dollars in cash. I quickly passed it to Anastasia (or it was 
me). Our hands trembled; I realized I had a headache. 



“No they’re not ours.” 

He walked on further into the bowels of the bank, keys in hand, 
looking, as we followed our destiny to the counter. Paper bag. 

Stacks of 20$ bills in a paper bag, passed across the divide and into 
my embrace, as if a six pack of beer at a bodega. 

Sign here please.
 

“Let me hold it, I never held this much money in my entire life!!” 
Neither did I, nor me, nor I. Seconds later the gaping mouth of the 

deposit hole drank the bodega beer and went to sleep. 
The residue is the mystic writing pad I am imprinting this on. 

Thank you Prince, it was probably you, watching over us then.

Tanya. We should have just taken the keys, pressed the button, 
found the blinking car, and drove, 

and not off the cliff of the art world, but kept going to the edge 
where the balding ice caps are soon to be tropical islands. 

Though the Earth is round and loops on itself, or so I hear. 

In a slow desperate twist we were back to the real life from the 
quantum moment of something entirely different. 

Some are born to sweet delight, some are born to endless night. 

A dog starved at his Master’s gate predicts the ruin on the State. 

Somehow we’ve became a posthumous part of William Blake’s 
legacy or prophecy, but we didn’t have any capacity to process it. 
Probably it’s what we kept doing since that day on and on, and 
we keep doing it now, though it has neither name, nor outcome. 
We just know how to find them, and detect them, and trap them, 
and love will do the rest.

“Lucky girls!” – said my friend returning from his luxury cruise, 
seeing the poster with $500 reward. – “$500 bucks basically for 
nothing, for just rescuing a cat!”

(I lied to him for some reason or because I knew he wouldn’t 
believe the truth.)




